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Book
Description
This Field Guide describes many different types of fibers and their properties, as well as presents in a compact form the relevant physical foundations. Both passive
and active (amplifying) fibers are discussed, and an overview on fiber nonlinearities and the application of active fibers in amplifiers and lasers is included. The large
bibliography contains many useful references, covering both pioneering work and later seminal articles and books. This Guide should be very useful for a wide
audience, including practitioners in industry as well as researchers.
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This Field Guide describes many different types of fibers and their properties, as well as presents in a compact form the relevant
physical foundations. Both passive and active (amplifying) fibers are discussed, and an overview on fiber nonlinearities and the
application of active fibers in amplifiers and lasers is included. The large bibliography contains many useful references, covering both
pioneering work and later seminal articles and books. This Guide should be very useful for a wide audience, including practitioners in
industry as well as researchers. View Sample Pages (PDF). SHARE. Semantic Scholar extracted view of "Field Guide to Optical Fiber
Technology" by Ruediger Paschotta.Â Numerical approaches for solving the nonlinear SchrÃ¶dinger equation in the nonlinear fiber
optics formalism. H. E. Ibarra-Villalon, Olivier Pottiez, Armando GÃ³mez-Vieyra, Jesus Pablo Lauterio-Cruz, Yazmin E. BracamontesRodriguez. Physics. 2020. An overview of lidar imaging systems for autonomous vehicles. Santiago Royo, Maria Ballesta-Garcia.
Engineering. Field Guide to Optical Fi has been added to your Cart. Add to Cart. Buy Now.Â Ruediger Paschotta is an expert in lasers
and amplifiers, nonlinear optics, fiber technology, laser pulses, and noise in optics. He started his scientific career in 1994 with a PhD
thesis in the field of quantum optics, and thereafter focused on applied research, covering a wide range of laser-related topics. He is the
author or coauthor of over 100 scientific journal articles, over 120 international conference presentations, and several book chapters. He
is also the author of the well-known Encyclopedia of Laser Physics and Technology. His successful academic career includes his
habilitation

